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ABSTRACT
I Methods detecting screening cloud contamination from satellite derived visible and infrared data are
for and
_:reviewed in this document. The methods are apl)licable to past, present, and future polar orbiting satellite
; radiometers. Such instruments include the Coastal Zone Color Scanner (CZCS), operational from 1978 through
1986; the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVIIRR); the Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-view Sensor
! (SeaWiFS), scheduled for launch in August 1993; and the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MODIS).
:Constant threshold methods are the ]east demanding computationally, and often provide adequate results. An
improvement to these methods is to determine the thresholds dynamically by adjusting them according to the
areal and temporal distributions of the surrounding pixels. Spatial coherence methods set thresholds based
:'on the expected spatial variability of the data. Other statistically derived methods and various combinations
of basic methods are also reviewed. The complexity of the methods is ultimately limited by the computing
resources. Finally, some criteria for evaluating cloud screening methods are discussed.
1. INTRODUCTION
Clouds consist essentially of liquid water aerosols that
efficiently absorb and scatter electromagnetic radiation at
wavelengths smaller than 0.2mm. Therefore, cloud de-
tection and screening are important prer(_luisites to the
retrieval of Earth (land or sea) surface data. This paper
reviews the methodology for such detection and screening
of cloud contamination applied to visible and infrared (IR)
radiometers of polar orbiting satellites.
Data obtained fi'om the visible channels of the Coastal
Zone Color Scanner (CZCS), fown aboard Nimbus7 and
active from 1978-86, require only daytime cloud detection
schemes, as will data fi'om the Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-
view Sensor (SeaWiFS), scheduled for launch in August
1993. Both sensors are dedicated to oceanographic appli-
cations. The Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
(AVHRR), flown aboard the National Oceanic and Atmo-
spheric Administration (NOAA) satellite series, is used for
land and sea studies and its visible and IR channels re-
quire both day and nighttime cloud detection. The Mod-
erate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MODIS) is sched-
uled for launch in the late 1990s as part of the Earth Ob-
serving System (EOS) for monitoring global atmospheric,
oceanic, and terrestrial changes. By virtue of its wider
spectral range, improved ground resolution, and signifi-
cantly greater spectral resolution, MODIS will not only al-
low more accurate detection of clouds based on techniques
discussed here, but will be capable of deriving a number of
important cloud and other atmospheric properties (King
et al. 1992).
2. DIRECT THRESHOLDS
Over the visible and reflected IR range, ocean water re-
flectance through a cloud-fi'ee atmosphere is generally on
the order of 10% or less, whereas the reflectance of clouds
is normally greater than 50%. Therefore, a threshold value
may simply be a set that discriminates between the mea-
sured radiance of a cloudy and clear pixel over water during
daytime. (Ocean reflectance is composed primarily of the
reflection of direct and (liihlse solar radiation with some
contribution fi'om back radiation of the water column.)
High reflectance also occurs when snow, ice, or sun glint
(sl)ecular reflection) is present and a cloud threshold will
discriminate against such eases that are just as undesirable
for the derivations of sea surface temperatures (SSTs) or
chlorol)hyll pigment concentrations.
Reflectance is a function of the angle of incidence of
the observed ray, so satellite and _)lar zenith and azimuth
angles should be taken into account in setting the most
effective threshold values for visible and reflected IR chan-
nels. Thus, the maximum reflectance expected for a sur-
face of interest and for a given angle consisting of the sun,
the earth-located pixel, and the satellite (SPS) will serve
best as the threshold value. A large solar zenith angle
resulting in low incident light as well as an SPS angle re-
sulting in high 1)robability of glint contamination should
be rejected independently and before the application of
radiance thresholds in order to improve their effectiveness.
CZCS channel 5 (nominal wavelength, 0.75 iLm) is used
to detect land and clouds. A threshold of 21 counts for
that channel is usually adequate to screen out the brighter
land and cloud pixels fi'om sea surface pixels (McClain et
at. 1992). In turn, a threshold of 190 counts in channel 1
(0.443#m) is used to differentiate land from the brighter
cloud surfaces. However, in areas of low solar elevations,
where clouds tend to be lc.,_s bright, and in areas of thin
clouds, such thresholds may need to be adjusted down-
ward.
Thresholds for thermal IR channels (AVHRR channels
3, 4, and 5 at nominal wavelengths of 3.7, 11, and 12/_m,
re_qpectively) may be used during the day as well as night
when visible channels are not useful. Threshold values may
be set to discriminate between cloud-top surfaces, as welt
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assnowandice,havingbrightne-¢stemperaturestoocold
foroceansurfaces.(Whenavailable,channel5 ispreferable
becauseof thegenerallygreateropticaldepthof clouds
at this particularwavelengthband.) However,in areas
of actuallylow SSTs(downto a minimumof -2°C at
highlatitudes),theneteffectof cloudcontaminationwill
besmallerandmoredifficultto discernonthebasisof a
simpleIR thresholdvalue.Infraredchannelthresholdscan
beveryusefulfordaytimeconditionswherelowcloudsare
in theshadowofothercloudsandwouldhavemuchlower
reflectance.
Theuseofdirectraxliancethresholdsto identifycloudy
pixelssufferswhenthemeasurementsignatureof clouds
andtheoceansurfaceapproacheachotherandwhenonly
afractionofthepixelareaisobscuredbycloudsomenot
to placethederivedquantitybeyondtheexpectedrange.
Partialcoverageoccurseitherwhencloudsareofsub-pixel
size,asis oftenthecasewith cumulusor thin,scattered
clouds,orwhenthepixe!viewareaoverlapstheedgeof a
largercloud.Thus,errorsin thresholdtechniqueswill de-
pendonthearealsizedistributionsof theobservedclouds
(Joseph1985),withbestresultsobtainedwhenmostofthe
cloudcoverisaccountedfor by larger-than-pixel clouds. It
is interesting to note that the error re-suiting fi-om sub-pixel
clouds also depends on the resolution of the pixels. Small,
widely scattered clouds, for example, are more easily de-
tected in mid-scan pixels than in the elongated, scan-edge
pixeis.
Nevertheless, the use of direct thresholds requires min-
imal computational time and may significantly decrease
processing time since they eliminate pixels prior to the
more computationally intensive derivation of geophysical
values. The extent that pixels which should be excIuded
are included (type-1 error) and to which pixels that should
be included are excluded (type-. 2 error) is very sensitive to
the threshold setting. Moreover, the judicious selection of
the exact channel(s) to apply a threshold test will improve
its effectiveness. For example, the spectral response of the
AVHRR channel 2 can detect cirrus clouds better than
channel 1 and would prove a more effective choice in most
Cases.
For AVHRR local area coverage (LAC) data, which hat
a nadir resolution of 1.1kin, Olesen and Grassel (1985)
combined the use of a direct channel 5 threshold with a
threshold based on the difference of the channel 3 and 4
brightness temperatures for ocean images. The difference
value exploits the different dependence of these channels'
radiances on cloud optical thickness. Using various thresh-
old values in their algorithm, based on a,_umptions of an
average atmospheric profile, they were able to deduce in-
formation on the clouds' Classification, me well me detecting
their presence. The differences between channels 3 and
4 and between channels 4 and 5, have also been used to
discern clouds in polar regions (Raschke et al. 1992, Ya-
manouchi and Kawaguchi 1992).
3. DETERMINING THRESHOLDS
Various methods may be used to define threshold val-
ues. An operational method for IR data for SSTs for ex-
ample, could use the mean of the local pixels (e.g., 1-degree
grid centered at the pixel of interest) over the previous few
clays corrected for the maximum likely atmospheric ab-
sorption effects to help determine the expected SST. The
forecast fi'om a mesoscale model could be used to define
the temperature at the top of the atmosphere in lieu of, or
in addition to, the previoLts clays' SST mean. The greater
variability of surface temperatures makes such methods
less certain over land. (Care would be needed to exclude
coastal are,_s (luring SST processing.) Eck and Kalb (1991)
u,_'_d a databmse of average monthly surface temperatures
me a flmetion of 500x500km areas over Africa to deter-
mine optimal channel 5 thresholds for screening cloud con-
taminated pixels when deriving a vegetation index from
AVHRR data. They note that the application of the method
in more temperate climates may result in greater errors
because of the higher likelihood of anomalously low air
tenlperatures relative to the monthly averages.
Automatic processing may be augmented (or replaced)
by having a user disl)lay from which one could select from
occasional (or all) images of cloud-fi'ee land and sea areas
likely to be the coldest, e.g., high latitude ocean water and
high altitude land areas. The threshold is then set to be
just colder so me not to exclude these actual Earth surface
values. Thresholds set in this manner are optimal since
they represent the actual minimum value for the region to
be tested and are for the same time as the data. Such in-
teractive steps may be used to a_sess the effectiveness of an
operational algorithm after it is implemented. Analogous
procedures are also applicable for defining alb_edo thresh-
olds for visible channels (Saunders and Kriebe_ 1988).
A dynanaic method for determining thresholds is to
generate the histogTam of pixel radiance counts for each
area of interest. The size of the area used for this purpose
is not critical except that it must be large enough to ob-
tain good statistics for cloud-fi'ee land or sea areas. Peaks
for the cloud-free areas are then identified and a threshold
is established to discriminate such peaks from the con-
taminated pixels. Cloudy pixels, because of the various
degTees to which they can be contaminated, will have a
broaxl range of values to one side of the peaks. For exam-
pie, cloudy pixels will have generally higher albedo values
for visible channels. A major advantage of this method
is that it avoids inaccuracies due to calibration variations.
This is especially important for data from channels, such as
AVHRR channels 1 and 2 (nominal wavelengths, 0.63 and
0.911_m), that lack onboard calibration. Moreover, when
small areas are used for the histogram and the results are
applied to proximate pixels, the dependence of reflectance
on SPS angle geometry is not significant.
Saunders (1986) applied a dynamic visible threshold
to AVHRR LAC bated on the histograms of the visible
2
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reflectedradiances.A constantvalueabovetlle wdueof
the identifiedclear-pixelpeakservedasthethreshold.If
nodominantpeakwasidentified,all pixelswereconsid-
eredcontaminated.Overoceanareas,tile channel2histo-
gramwasusedbecauseofthat channel'slessersensitivity
to aerosolandmolecularscattering,whereasthechannel
1histogramwasusedoverlandbecauseof thegenerally
greatercontrastbetweenlandandcloudsin thatchannel.
EnglandandHunt(1985)usedthe11#mIR hist(gramsto
fine-tunedynamicallyvisiblethresholdsfordiscriminating
land,sea,andclouddatafi'omMETEOSAT(Mete<wok)g-
icalSatellitefromtheEuropeanSpaceAgency).
Dependingon the rateof data to beprocessed,the
speedof thecomputer,andtheaecuraeyof detectionre-
quired,differentvariationsof thishistogram ethodmay
be implemented.For minimumcomputation,theentire
image,or a representativeportionof it, couldbehisto-
grammedandthederivedthresholdal)pliedto theentire
image.Alternatively,theimagemaybebrokenintoagrid
andeachcelltreatedindependentlyasasub-image.The
mostcomputationallydemandingmethodis to scrollthe
areato histogramovereachpixel,orsetof pixe]s,asthey
areprocessed,with theidentificationofpeaksandtheset-
ting of thresholdsbeingdoneautomaticallyusingpeak-
fittingprograms.Thelackof identifiable1)eaksm_ffbe
usedto indicatecloudcontaminationovertheentirearea.
Thestringencyof thestatisticaltestuse(1to identify(de-
tect)apeakcanbesetby theuser.
4. SPATIAL COHERENCE
The expected variation of the measurement v_tlues can
itself act as a threshold to detect cloud contamination.
This uniformity or spatial coherence test is especially ef-
fective for measurements, such as SSTs or some land sur-
faces at night, having relatively small horizontal gradients.
The variation for a pixel and its adjacent pixels is com-
pared with the expected variation determined from a set
of nearby (in space and time) cloud-free pixels. Cloud con-
tamination would presumably cause a larger than expected
variation. The extent to which pixels are accepted/rejected,
and the extent to which tyl)e-1 and type-2 errors will oc-
cur, can be determined by how small the exl)ected wtria-
tion threshold is set. However, this method will fail when
the cloud variation is smaller than that of the surface of
interest. Low-level stratus clouds, for example, have ex-
tremely uniform cloud-top temperatures and will fidl de-
tection. Optically thin clouds, such as cirrus, will al_) fidl
detection by this method.
As mentioned previously, the use of direct radiance
thresholds can fail to adequately detect contamination fi'om
small, sub-pixel clouds. The effect of sub-pixel clouds on
AVHRR global area coverage (OAC,) data, which has a
nadir resolution of 4 kin, was simulated by Kaufinan (1987)
using an empirical model to represent various cloud types.
The results indicated that such small clouds affect the vari-
ability of the radiances and thus are det(_:table by spatial
coherence techniques. A method to correct for the effect
of small and thin clouds on thermal data was presented
by C,ower (1985). The technique relies on the correlation
of the error that a small amaunt of cloud contamination
will have on visible (w near-IR radiances and on thermal-
IR radiances. It was applied to AVIIR R images over ocean
regions using channels 2 and 4.
A Sl)atial coherence method was used by Coakley and
Bretherton (1982) to examine the standard deviation of
2×2 arrays of AVIIRR channel 4 C,AC data as a hme-
tion of the arrays' means for an ocean region. Clusters
of low variance coupled with low radiating temperatures
and low variance COUl)le(l with high temperatures identi-
fied completely covered and cloud-free pixels, respectively.
Partially-covered pixels, on the other hand, exhibited in-
termediate temperatures with higher and much more vari-
able standard (leviations. Crane and Anderson (1984) ap-
1)li¢_d this technique to the discrinfination of clouds fi'om
snow and ice cover using a near-IR, sensor.
Using AVIIRR channels 3 and 4 data, Kelly (1985)
combined direct an<l difference thresholds with two spatial
variability tests to screen cloud pixels fi'om LAC (w.ean im-
ages. One spatial wtriability test w_m based on the magni-
t,de of the difference betw(_n pixels. Magnitudes greater
than positive and negative thresholds were used as an in-
dication of clouds. The other variability test was based on
the mean of 5 x 5 pixel squares and the presence of pixel wd-
ues significantly different fl'om that mean in each square.
Squares for which such wdues occurred, and for which most
neighboring squares were unequivocally clouds, were as-
sumed to be cloud contaminated on the assumption that
clouds occur in clusters.
C,utman et ai. (1987) combined constant visible and
thennal-IR thresholds with a standard deviation thr_h-
old that was a fimction of spaee and time for screening
cloud-contaminated pixels fi'om AVtIRR C,,AC data over
the Great Plains of the United States. The direct thresh-
olds should be applied first in order to diminish the in-
fluence of uniform cloudy areas on the standard devia-
tion. After this first screening, it was assumed that the
lowest standard deviation for an approximately 40x40km
area over a four week period represented the cloud-free,
or background, wtriability of the area and that changes in
this background variability with time were small relative
to such changes caused by clouds. Empirically, they used
a constant factor of 1.4 times the backga'ound variability
to determine the threshold but note that an Improvement
would be to use a factor that is a function of time and
space. Good results were obtained by using albedo as well
as thermal background variabilities for the spatial coher-
ence test. However, visible data generally provide a better
contrast between clouds and hind, especially for low warm
clouds, and the ba<'kground visible variability is more sta-
ble, while thermal data allows better detection of high thin
cirrus clouds. A spatial coherence test based on the corn-
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bineduseofvisibleandthermaldatashouldthereforepro-
videevenbetterresults.
SaundersandKriebel(1988)refinedmethodologysug-
gestedbySaunders(1986)thatcombinedirect,dynamic,
difference,andratiothresholdsandaspatialcoherencet st
forAVHRRLACdata:A combinationoffivecriteriawere
usedwithvariationsforopenocean,land,orcoastalareas,
fordayornighttime,andfor4-or 5-channelinstruments.
In all cases,adirectthresholdbasedon theinteractively
identifiedcoldestIR radiancesfromeachimageof chan-
nel5,or channel4 if 5 was not available, was used. This
IR threshold was applied first, resulting in the elimina-
tion of a significant percent of cloudy pixels and thus a
significant computational savings. The spatial coherence
test was based on 3x3 pixel arrays of channel 4 bright-
ness temperatures. Because of greater surface variability,
the spatial coherence test was not used for land and comsta]
areas during the day and not for coastal areas at night. For
the 5-channel AVHRR, a threshold based on the brightness
temperature difference between channels 4 and 5 was used
for day and night to help detect all but low clouds.
For daytime images, a dynamic visible threshold (see
above) was also applied, followed by a threshold based on
the ratio of the channel 2 to channel 1 refleetances. At
sea, this ratio is well defined around 0.5 for cloud-fi'ee pix-
els because of the greater visible molecular and aerosol
scattering, whereas a wide range of values greater than 1.0
occur for land due to the increased near-IR reflectance of
vegetation. On the other hand, clouds, as well as snow
and ice, concentrate around values of 1.0 due to their sim-
ilar reflectances in both channels. For nighttime images, a
threshold based on the brightness temperature difference of
channels 3 and 4 was used primarily as a test for low clouds
and fog, and one based on the differences for channel 3 and
5 (or 4 when 5 was not available) wan used for sub-pixel
and semi-transparent clouds as well as most medium and
high-level clouds. Because they defined cloud-fi'ee pixels
as those that passed all five tests for day or night images,
the Saunders and Kriebel (1988) results likely included a
significant percent of type-2 pixe]s. By the same token,
the stringency of the combined tests ensured that very few
cloud-contaminated pixels would be ILued for their sea or
land-surface analysis (type-1 errors). The procedures of
Saunders and Kriebel (1988) have been applied with good
success by Saunders (1989) and "Weare (1992).
A similar screening scheme for AVHRR C, AC data,
based on a combination of tests that utilize all five chan-
nels, has been used by Stowe et al. (1991). Different sets of
tests are applied to day and nighttime s(_nes, and different
test criteria are established for ocean and land regions. The
tests include direct, difference, and ratio thresholds, and
thresholds based on variability. A global set of constant
thresholds are obtained from an associated database. Fu-
ture development includes the dynamic setting of thresh-
olds based on the analysis of clear pixels from the previous
coverage of the area during operational proce_ning.
Thiermann and Ruprecht (1992) used a variant of the
usual spatial coherence test in which the pixei being in-
vestigated wan given greater weight than the neighboring
pixels. This was done by basing the variance metric on the
difference between the central pixel only and its neighbors.
This resulted in an increased sensitivity to cloud contami-
nation. They followed this test with an IR threshold test to
detect cases of homogeneous cloud cover that defy coher-
ence tests. However, they determined the threshold from a
hist(gram of pixels remaining after the application of their
coherence test in order to minimize the number of falsely
rejected pixels (type-2 errors).
5. MORE COMPLEX METHODS
A number of more involved procedures have been de-
vised to improve upon the use of simple radiance thresholds
described above, although all are necessarily based on dif-
ferences in the spe(:tr_d responses between Earth surfaces
and clouds. For example, Bernstein (1982) applied a set
of tests to extract cloud-free pixels from daytime AVHRR
LAC data for tLse in determining SSTs. First, 30x30 pixel
squares meeting a prescribed sun to satellite geometry and
having a viewing angle that ensures the absence of specular
reflection were identified for areas visually determined to
be relatively cloud fi'ee (low channel 2 albedo). Then, the
pixel or pixels having the minimum albedo within each
area was used if that albedo was less than 2% and felI
within an acceptable range of expected radiance according
to a simple, linear Rayleigh scattering model. To ensure
that these minima were not due to cloud shadows, pixels
whose adjacent pixels' albedo were greater than 2% were
rej_te(1.
If multiple pixels passed these tests for each area, the
maximum channel 4 and, if needed, channel 3 tempera-
tures were used to select the pixe] most likely to be cloud
free. hnportantly, the purpose of this screening was to se-
lex't pixels for SST calculations whose r_ults were to be
compared with in situ values. Since relatively few pixels
were required for this purpose, the r_trictiveness of the
criteria, and its consequent exclusion of many cloud-free
pixels (type-2 errors), was not problematic. Such a data
loss, however, would be unacceptable if the generation of
an SST field, for example, was the goal.
Another study for deriving daytime SST values deter-
mined the empirical albedo as a function of solar zenith
angle and used a nonlinear statistical model to determine
cloud-free albedo as a function of Rayleigh _attering cross
section (Simpson and Humphrey 1990). A pixel was re-
jected for SST calculation if the AVHRR channel 2 albedo
was greater than the empirical value for its zenith angle
or was outside a standard deviation of the model value.
They called this procedure the local dynamic threshold
nonlinear Rayleigh (LDTNLR) test. A direct threshold
test, based on the channel 4 r',_liances, was then applied
to detect clouds having low reflected-IR radiances due to
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shadowsfromhighercloudsandwhichcouldthuspassthe
LDTNLRtest.EcksteinandSimpson(1991)alsoapplied
theLDTNLRprocedureto CZCSdatausingthatsensor's
near-IRchannel5.
Theaveragingof pixelswill improvethe accuracyof
radiancemeasurementssincesensornoi_ errorsarere-
duced.Thisisaneffectiveprocedurewhenaloweresolu-
tion isacceptableandwhenhorizontalgradientsarerela-
tivelysmall.However,thepre_enceofcloudcontamination
willnegatesuchimprovement.Anaccuratemeth(nlforde-
tectingcloudcontaminationwhenaveragingisused,is to
comparethehistogramofeachsetof averagedpixelswith
that ofasetof cloud-freepixels.Forthecloud-freepixels,
theshapeof thehistogramwill approximatea Gaussian
spike that is centered at the average value. If the aver-
aged pixels are contaminated, their histogram will contain
a tail to one side. (For example, a cool tail will occur for IR
channel data.) By fitting the spike of the cloud-free pixels,
the center of the histogram, and therefore the desired av-
erage value of the contaminated pixels, may be determined
(Smith et al. 1970). Although coml)utational requirements
are smaller when the comparison is done for low-level data
(radiance counts), the atmospheric transmission conditions
for the cloud-free pixels and the averaged pixels must then
be similar.
More elaborate cloud detection methods for SST de-.
terminations are especially useful at night and exploit the
differences in the IR channels' sensitivity to clouds. For ex-
ample, the presence of clouds has the effect of causing SSTs
calculated by split-, dual-, and triple-window algorithms to
diverge (McClain 1989). A difference greater than a speci-
fied amount may be used to indicate cloud-contamination.
Similarly, dual-window algorithms using channels 3 and 4
and channels 4 and 5 calculate the differences in brightnc_ss
temperatures, T3 - T4 and T4 - TS, respectively (McClain
et al. 1985). The ratio (T3 - Td)/(T4 - T5) is not sensi-
tive to atmospheric conditions other than cloudiness. For
opaque clouds covering a pixel area, the emissivity of such
clouds is less at channel 3 than at channels 4 and 5 and
the ratio will be smaller. For partially cloudy pixels, the
measured radiance is composed of the radiances from the
warmer sea surface and the colder cloud tops. Since the ra-
diance for channel 3 is more sensitive to teml)erature than
the other channels, the ratio will be greater for such con-
ditions. These methods are obviously more intensive com-
putationally since they require multiple, quasi-independent
calculations of SST for each pixel, even those subsequently
rejected as cloudy.
A purely statistical approach using a principle compo-
nent transformation with a split-merge cla_K_ificati0n has
been developed recently for AVHRR nighttime IR data but
should also be applicable to day IR and visible data (Gal-
iaudet and Simpson 1991). The procedure first calculates
the difference images for the channel 3, 4, and 5 combi-
nations to improve the dynamic range of the data. (Only
two difference images are required.) A principle component
analysis is l)erformed on the difference images, removing
interband correlations and reducing the dimensionality of
the data to a small number of clusters that adequately ac-
count for the variance. The clusters are then identified as
cloud, land, or ocean data by a labelling algorithm using
objective, a priori criteria. Note that the method can po-
tentially identify types of clouds or ocean regim_ should
they result in separate clusters.
In addition to the detection of clouds, bispectral and
multispectrai cluster analyses can derive other cloud pa-
rametem (Reynolds and Vonder Haar 1977, Phulpin et al.
1983, Arking and Childs 1985, Key et al. 1989). Many
other meth(xls have been used for the derivation of cloud
and other atmospheric information (Rossow et al. 1988,
Stowe et al. 1988, Key and Barry 1989, Rossow et al.
1989, Detwiler 1990, Stone et al. 1990, Rossow and Schiffer
1991). Methods based on patterns of radiances have also
been describe(l (Parikh 1977, _,Vu et ai. 1985, Chin et ai.
1987, Ebert 1992). Garand (1986) discussed a method for
the automated recognition of cloud pattel_ns in satellite
images for the purpose of cloud classification. Although
cloud detection is performed in all these methods, their
purpose is to study clouds or other atmospheric phenom-
ena, not merely to screen them out. They are generally
not al)propriate for tile operational detection of clouds by
SeaWiFS or AVHRR because of their processing demands
(including user interaction) or requirements for special, eo-
incident ancillary data. Nevertheless, they can be used in
special studies and to hell) validate the effectiveness of a
cloud detection procedure.
6. EVALUATING METHODS
A number of criteria must be taken into account when
evaluating the adequacy of any cloud-detection _:heme.
The extent to whirl1 a scheme eliminates cloud contam-
inated pixels (avoids type-1 errors) is perhaps the most
important criterion since it will determine the ultimate ac-
curacy of the derived Earth surface data. For cases where
the sparseness of the data is of concern, a scheme's abil-
ity to not reject uncontaminated pixels (type-2 errors) be-
comes important. The robustness of a scheme is a mea-
sure of how applicable it is over diurnal and seasonal time
ranges, regional or global _ales, and the variety of cloud
types and densities that can exist. For localized studies,
schemes that are al)p|icable over a narrow range of con-
ditions may be acceptable; for global and long-term data
sets, such as AVHRR SSTs and SeaWiFS pigment con-
centrations, clouds must be detected for a wide variety of
conditions. Finally, the computational requirements of any
scheme must be considered, especially in the case of real
time or near-real time satellite data proce._ing.
Thus, the selection of a cloud-detection scheme must
obviously take into account the type of data processing
(historical vs. near real-time), the area] coverage and time
length of the data, the computing resources, and the strin-
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gency of the accuracy requirements for the derived data.
Schemes such as those outlined above and their variants
may be used in any number of combinations to provide
an optimum procedure for the task at hand. The set-
ting of threshold values must also be fine-tuned for the
specific requirements to ensure that, although cloud con-
tamination by very small clouds may not be completely
eliminated, any resulting errors will be contained within
acceptable bounds. For operational usage, the effective_
hess of the cloud detection algorithm must be evaluated
frequently--an effort that is an essential element of overall
data validation.
AVHRR
CZCS
EOS
GAC
IR
LAC
LDTNLR
METEOSAT
MODIS
NOAA
SeaWiFS
SPS
SST
CLOSSARY
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
Coastal Zone Color Scanner
Earth Observing Satellite
Global Area Coverage
Infrared
Local Area Coverage
Local Dynamic Threshold Nonlinear Raleigh
(a test)
Meteorological Satellite (European Space
Agency)
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin-
istration
Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-view Sensor
Sun, pixel, and satellite angle
Sea Surface Temperature
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